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About This Game

At the farthest edge of the explored universe, the research ship Xanadu slumbers in orbit around a mysterious planet. Her
systems remain active but there has been no message from her crew for months. Now a lone operative has been sent to wake the

Xanadu and bring her home to Earth.

Spirits of Xanadu is an atmospheric exploration game set aboard a deserted starship in an alternate 1980s. It draws inspiration
from classic sci-fi films, novels, and games to create an immersive and highly interactive environment, featuring puzzles and

FPS elements in the service of a unique and layered plot.

Key Features:

Discover the truth
Get to know the crew and piece together what happened through fully voiced audiologs in addition to various types of
documents and e-mails.

Three distinct endings
Make a decision based on what you have discovered, and decide the fate of the Xanadu.

No hand holding
You have one primary objective: Return the Xanadu back to Earth. There are no objective markers, you have no map,
and the ship has been sabotaged. You begin your mission with only a flashlight and a message from your superiors back
on Earth, the rest you'll have to figure out on your own.
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Hot robot action with first person shooter combat
Evade the ship's security system while battling hostile robots.

Fully interactive environment
Inspired by the immersive environments of games such as Deus Ex and System Shock 2: Open every drawer, use every
computer, and read every document you find. More importantly, you can flush every toilet.

Optional 'Peaceful' mode
Not a fan of violence against robots? Switch to the Peaceful difficulty setting in the options menu to make the robots
passive, allowing you to explore the ship, experience the story, and solve puzzles at your own pace.
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Title: Spirits of Xanadu
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Good Morning, Commander
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or later

Processor: 2.451 GHz dual-core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card with 512MB of VRAM and shader model 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian,German,French
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A good game that can be finished in the span of a couple of hours. It makes great use of surreal imagery and sound design to
inspire feeling of isolation and dread. The voice acting is surprisingly good and the plot itself is interesting albeit somewhat
cliche. The combat is decent but honestly felt unnecessary as i was able to shut down most of the robots or sneak around the
rest. The game is filled with fun easter eggs and a lot of interactive elements. The three endings are all good but one of them
managed to actually crash my game. afterwards i found that my data had been reset and while the game is fun i was not willing
to run through it two more times just to see some different endings especially considering i had already spent enough time
collecting everything in the game on my first playthrough with the hope that i could simply reload my save and get all three
endings. Would recommend if you can get it cheap.. Tremendous. Spirits of Xanadu is refreshingly short, distinctively low-fi
but so brilliantly executed. If you're a fan of atmospheric sci-fi games like System Shock, The Swapper or SOMA I think you'll
enjoy this.

I was hugely intrigued by the story, and the dialogue and acting are terrific -- the trailer above is a great teaser! Even better: the
endings deliver and they complement each other perfectly. The Xanadu isn't big, but it rewards the observant. I can't believe this
is a mere \u00a34.
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